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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Please evaluate your workshop in two sentences! 
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Thank you for attending & please remember learning with the Brain in Mind should be the center of each second of 
instruction! 	Hope our paths cross again until then be happy, be kind, and above all go with God 

With gratitude, 

Maryam Torbati, PhD. 
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Thank you for attending & please remember learning with the Brain in Mind should be the center of each second of 

instruction! 	Hope our paths cross again until then be happy, be kind, and above all go with God 

With gratitude, 

Maryam Torbati, PhD. 
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Thank you for attending & please remember learning with the Brain in Mind should be the center of each second of 
instruction! 	Hope our paths cross again until then be happy, be kind, and above all go with God 

With gratitude, 

Maryam Torbati, PhD. 
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Thank you for attending & please remember learning with the Brain in Mind should be the center of each second of 
instruction! 	Hope our paths cross again until then be happy, be kind, and above all go with God 

With gratitude, 

Maryam Torbati, PhD. 
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Thank you for attending & please remember learning with the Brain in Mind should be the center of each second of 
instruction! 	Hope our paths cross again until then be happy, be kind, and above all go with God 

With gratitude, 

Maryam Torbati, PhD. 
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Please evaluate your "eight habits of highly effective 

people" workshop 
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Thank you for being the biggest part of the "eight habits of highly effective people" workshop 

Hope our paths cross again until then begin with end, be proactive, and above all always sharpen the saw 
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Please evaluate your "eight habits of highly effective 
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Thank YOU for being the biggest part of the "eight habits of highly effective people" workshop 

Hope our paths cross again until then begin with end, be proactive, and above all always sharpen the saw 
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Please evaluate your "eight habits of highly effective 

people" workshop 
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Thank you for being the biggest part of the "eight habits of highly effective people" workshop 

Hope our paths cross again until then begin with end, be proactive, and above all always sharpen the saw 
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Thank you for being the biggest part of the "eight habits of highly effective people" workshop 

Hope our paths cross again until then begin with end, be proactive, and above all always sharpen the saw 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 
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Thank you for your attendance & willing to examine the common core 



Please evaluate the "Art of Communication" workshop 
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Thank you for attending, please remember effective communication is a skill and needs to be thought 
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Please evaluate the "Art of Communication" workshop 
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Thank you for attending, please remember effective communication is a skill and needs to be thought 
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Please evaluate the "Art of Communication" workshop 
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Thank you for attending, please remember effective communication is a skill and needs to be thought 



Please evaluate your workshop in two sentences! I 
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Thank you for attending & please remember learning with the Brain in Mind should be the center of each second of 

instruction! 	Hope our paths cross again until then be happy, be kind, and above all go with God 

With gratitude, 

Maryam Torbati, PhD. 
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Evaluate your workshop in the "art of 
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Thank you for attending & learning non-stop about assessment! 

Remember the best Assessment is valid, reliable, free of bias, fair, relevant, and above all effective 
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Thank you for attending & learning non-stop about assessment! 

Remember the best Assessment is valid, reliable, free of bias, fair, relevant, and above all effective 
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Thank you for attending ,please remember effective communication is a skill and needs to be thought 
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Thath YOU for attending ,please remember effective communication is a skill and needs to be thought 
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Thank you for attending ,please remember effective communication is a skill and needs to be thought 


